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NEWSLETTER     June 20, 2007 
 

9/11 Families for a Secure America has placed this ad in Roll Call (a Capitol Hill newspaper) on 
Wednesday June 20 and Thursday June 21.  
Please send this newsletter with this ad to your US Senator. 

  

 

 
 
The wording under the illustration reads:  
Terrorists have proven they can abuse our immigration system to carry out their deadly plans. Now, some 
Senators want to push through a bill that would make it even easier by giving amnesty to millions of illegal 
aliens. Under that bill – the so-called “grand bargain” – terrorists plotting to kill Fort Dix soldiers would have 
been given amnesty. Three of the 1993 World Trade Center bombers were here on agricultural worker 
amnesty provisions. Fifty-nine convicted terrorists committed immigration fraud. 
There are 623,000 criminal, illegal aliens who have been ordered deported by our courts but remain at large 
in the U.S. today because the government can’t find them.  Clearly, I.C.E. cannot handle their workload.  Yet 
the Senate bill will make things worse with amnesty for 12 million illegal aliens. This bill will put millions of 
Americans at risk.  If amnesty enables terrorists to strike again, rest assured Families of 9/11 will be there to 
remind America which members of the Senate made the terrorists’ job easier. 
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PLEASE CALL YOUR U.S. SENATOR WITH THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE 
The 1986 amnesty allowed terrorists and other violent felons to legally remain in the U.S.  
As a result, Americans were harmed or killed. 
The proposed Bush-Kennedy Comprehensive Amnesty for illegals will again lead to the deaths of 
many innocent Americans. 
If amnesty passes, when crimes are committed by beneficiaries of amnesty,  the families of the 
victims of illegals will make sure voters know if their Senators, by voting for amnesty, are 
responsible for permitting those murders to take place. 
Members of 9/11 Families for a Secure America will hold those politicians responsible for these 
murders and see that they pay the price at election time.   

 


